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Consultative selling

Rapid changes in the marketplace and

new legislation are making it difficult

for KPN Telecom's business

customers to formulate effective

information and communication

policy for the coming years.

KPN Telecom has therefore joined

forces with customers to find ways in

which ICT can be used to achieve

business objectives. KPN Research

plays an important part in this

process by translating technological,

social and business developments

into innovative products and services.

Below, you will find a brief

description of this resu lt-oriented

form of cooperation which we call

consultative selling. The influence of

ICT practices on business processes

before. during and after the

implementation of systems is an

important factor in consultative

selling. Consultative selling begins

with a Communication Needs

Analysis in which short-term and

long-term communication needs are

evaluated. Next, solutions are

developed. This may involve

modifying existing technologies or

devising new ones. The solutions

must be tested, presented and

demonstrated before they can be

implemented.

The choice of consultative selling

package will depend on the situation.

For example, if a company already

knows what its ICT requirements are,

a Communication Needs Analysis will

not be necessary. Consultative Selling

is synonymous with flexible,

custom ised and affordable service.

ovation to
cutt edge

"Telecommunication is becoming
increasingly vital for both consumers and

businesses. Developments are occurring in
leaps and bounds, with the Netherlands
more and more often playing a leading

role.

KPN Research plays a crucial role in this
process by applying proven methods or newly acquired

scientific know-how in innovative projects. Our researchers

are keen to develop new technologies with our international
partners. But because they are reluctant to keep reinventing

the wheel, they use their creativity to modify and combine

techniques developed elsewhere to devise new products and

services.

For fifty years now, KPN Telecom and TPG (TNT/Post)

have drawn on the innovative strength of KPN Research to

stay ahead of their global competitors. Thanks to the wealth

of international research experience we have accumulated,
consumers and business customers can benefit ftom a

growing range of convenient products and services, and our

business partners and associates can reap the fruits of our
unmatched expertise in the fields of information and

communication technology (ICT).

KPN Research seeks solutions for specific problems in these

fields by combining the most sophisticated telephony,
Internet and database technologies. Solutions are devised in
line with a company's corporate vision and strategy, thus

enabling KPN Telecom's customers to remain at the cutting
edge in today's dynamic information society and the digital
age that will continue far into the new millennium."

w. Dik
Chairman of the Board of Management
of KPN NV and CEO
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E-Commerce

KPN Research is continually

developing new technologies to

improve and simplify business

processes that rely on electronic

communication. To this end, we have

set up an lnternet Protocol (lP) lab to

devise and test lP-oriented products

and services. Our lab activities include

the development of ATM applications

for voice, video and data

communication via PABXs and other

networks.

ICT technology opens up and

increases the flexibility of existing

networks like traditional telephone

lines, ISDN and GSM, most notably

by integration with the lnternet.

Customer-friendly com munication

through the World Wide Web and

e-mail provides countless

opportunities for building databases

for Direct Mail purposes. Transactions

can be conducted and products and

services distributed and paid for over

the lnternet. The TAPS system, which

was co-developed by KPN Research,

enables the automatic and flexible

processing of transaction data.

Traditional methods of communication slow down business

processes. The Internet, PABXs andThe Net - developed by
KPN Research in collaboration with Microsoft - provide

organizations with opportunities that were previously
inconceivable.

Electronic Commerce - doing business by electronic
communication - will have a growing impact in the future
and bring about far-reaching changes to production,
distribution, marketing and business processes.

Today, companies use efficient internal business processes

and advanced production and distribution methods, which
offer the added bonus of significant savings. Your virtual
shop in customers' homes, Z|-hottr information facilities,
and services-on-demand will mean a great leap forward for
your company in the future.

Thanks to
KPN Research,

KPN has access to
state-of-the-art
in-house hardware
and software which
organizations can

use to operate

E-Commerce for
internal and external
purposes.



The success of E-Commerce depends not only on

financial-economic, social and legal factors but also

on a sound infrastructure. System speed, customer-
friendliness and reliabiliry are inextricably linked
with the quality of the infrastructure, as are

security of information and communication.

KPN Research and KPN are specialists in building
and maintaining infrastructures. The Dutch
business community has been reaping the benefits
of our expertise for many years.

Prof. R.W. Wagenaar,

KPN Research

" E I ect ro n ic Com merce wi I I radieally

change the way that business chains

are organized. Electronic sates g;;1ti!

distribution demand new inrcractlVe

and integrated customer care '

cancepts and a high level of flexibility

in back office management. Our

challenge is to make the change-over

as painless as possible for our

customers."
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Your word our command

Customer service has become a crucial factor in
determining a company's competitive position. That is
why KPN Research is working on innovative

technologies to transform KPN Telecom's telephone

services.

One of these promising technologies is voice

recognition. Customer Care Services based on telecom

systems that use voice recognition can offer customers

round-the-clock availability. They do away with waiting
times and the necessiry of keying in digits, hatches and

stars, and are extremely user-friendly.

Our organization can also benefit from the user-

friendliness of voice recognition systems.

Such systems are easy to manage, enable us to
provide a wider range of services and require a

is

Voice recognition systems

Personal Call Assistant is a new service

that will be introduced shortly. PCA will

enable customers to access a wide

range of services through a single

telephone number. lts convenience and

accessibility will increase the efficiency

of call centres.

Thanks to the Demonstrating

Multimedia Services (DMS) facilities of

KPN Research, user interfaces like

Personal Call Assistant can easily be

tried out. Users of the DMS prototype

can access information in any form

they like (pictures, sound and/or text)

through various terminals (fixed or

mobile telephone terminals,

information kiosks, lnternet-PC).

ln the future, voice recognition systems

will not only respond to natural

language but also to vocal features and

emotional components of language.

minimum amount of support from operators

them free to concentrate on services that do

the personal touch.

, leaving

require"
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Security and risk of fraudulent usage are important aspects

of voice recognition in telephone information services and

transaction systems. KPN Research has developed various
methods for detecting and preventing misuse.

I(PN already uses systems that can interpret simple
sentences. In the future, this capability will extend to natural

language. And if telecommunication systems with voice

recognition capabilities are linked up to the Internet, we will
have even more scope to stay ahead of the competition. In
short, when it comes to customer service, we say'Your word
is our command!'

C.N.A. Molenaar, Managing Directot

of Ogilvy & Mather Dataconsult bv

" Vo ice-d rive n tel ecomm u n icati o ns

services will improve the reachability

of companies and supply customers

with the information they require in a

user-friendly manner. Banks, public

utilities and other large service

providers can benefit from voice

recognition technology to improve

th e i r re lationshi p with customers. "
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lmpressions

KPN Research is the international

pioneer when it comes to new ICT

applications. The information provided

here merely serves to highlight some

of the most interesting products and

services in our extensive range.

KPN Telecom successfully uses the

consultative selling method to

i m plement custom ized state-of-the-art

technologies developed by KPN

Research to achieve short-term and

long-term business objectives.

For more information or to make an

appointment with a KPN Telecom

Business Consultant, please call the

Corporate Account Group

Tel. +31 70 313 35 11

Fax +31 70 343 38 43

E- m ail : busconcag@wxs. nl

Real ity scaled down

Investing in new information and communication
technologies will prove to be highly profitable in the long

run. But before such systems can be implemented, they must

be tested to establish whether they meet the needs identified
by the Communication Needs Analysis. KPN Telecom offers

unique methods for doing this.

In the draft phase, interactive animation can be used to

visualize products and services, bringing them to life and

helping KPN Research and our customers to come up with
ideas for improvement.

In our test laboratories, we have constructed parts of the

Dutch network as we expect them to look in a few years

(traditional lines, ISDN, DECT, cable, ATM and satellite

links). Prototypes of products and services are built in the test

environment so that customers can see exactly how they work.

Representatives sent by our customers or specially hired test

persons are observed in our Usabiliry Lab while tests are

performed, and interviewed afterwards. W'e use the results to
lications.

qffi

improve the quality and user-

The next stage often involvcs
building a pilot version whiph

customers can use in their -

organization.
We then do the final work on
application so that it can be

implemented.
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KPN Research
St. Paulusstraat 4
2264 XZ Leidschendam
P0. Box 421
2260 AK Leidschendam
the Netherlands
Tel. .31 7033256 02
Fax +31 70 332 64 77
E-mail: Secretariaat@research.kpn.com

KPN Research
Winschoterdiep OZ 46
9723 AC Groningen
P0. Box 15000
9700 CD Groningen
the Netherlands
Tel. +31 50 582 10 00
Fax +31 50 31224 15
E-mail: Secretariaat.gn@research.kpn.com




